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Richard Milhouse Nixon Arcology Fieldtrip


Players:

Scot: Ty, Cyborg Soldier

Danielle: Tobi, G-Mod Con Artist

Erick: Sebastian 387G55, Bioroid

Kris: GM


Location: Miguel Hidalgo Arcology, New Angeles


Time: 26 August 2180, mid-morning


PCs met at José’s burrito cart for breakfast, again, and decided to investigate what’s going 
on with the Salamandres gang.


Location: Mercado, Richard Milhouse Nixon Arcology

Time: 28 August 2180, afternoon.


NOTE: Salamandres gang territory!


RMN Arcology has a stock stone construct and appears more fort-like. It is blockier and 
feels more oppressive; quieter & sedate.


Salamandres Gang

The Salamandres typically wear dark-green synth-leather jackets.

Their leader is a middle-aged man with graying hair.


#1 “frituur”, Mercado, RMN Arcology

Hole in a stone wall with a 

hinged awning door to close 
up. Store’s single sign is a 
white “1” in a painted red 
circle. 


Owner: Karl Dons—
Causcasian, dumpy build, 
balding. Mostly grunts single 
syllable answers unless PCs 
can make a Charm check. 
Has pre-teen children that 
took selfies in front of his 
shop.
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Sake Bar, Mercado, RMN Arcology

Fold out awning cover. 

Serves noodles and sake. 
Stools in front of glass 
food cases, like a sushi 
bar.


Japanese owner: 
speaks Japanese and 
pidgin English; “No 
bioroids! Customers 
only!”; about 50 years-old, 
but a hard life has taken its 
toll. 


Ty Wren comes off as 
sounding like an 
undercover cop and gets 
the PCs ejected.


Fateful Encounter

The PCs follow a patrol of 3 Salandres muscle.

Upon turning back towards the main corridor of the mall-like mercado in the base of RMN 

Arcology, the Salamandres encounter “Keisei Sakura” (aka Madame Gaulroy), her bodyguards, 
and the leader of the Salamandres gang. Keisei Sakura (her Yakuza name) is dressed in a shiny 
black kimono and carrying her teacup giraffe in a handbag. Keisei spots Tobi just as Tobi spots 
her. Keisei orders her bodyguards to attack! The Salamandres assist.


Ty Wren opens up with a submachine gun. He is heavily injured and his cybernetic arm is 
disabled by a lucky fletcher round.


The PCs manage to escape. 

As the PCs escape, Keisei Sakura’s teacup giraffe bleats in pain as Keisei frustratedly 

squeezes it too tight.


Miguel Hidalgo Arcology

Tobi informs Tinnothy about who the Yakuza in RMN Arcology were. Tinnothy is concerned 

about the Yakuza and Salamandres collaborating.


The PCs return to Ty’s apartment for healing and repairs. Sebastian buys a tool kit but is 
unable to repair Ty’s cybernetic arm.


The human PCs sleep while Sebastian keeps watched at the door. 


During the night, Sebastian sees someone enter Ty’s apartment by “phasing” through the 
wall. The person tries three times to speak and then vanishes! Sebastian remembers the visitor 
but can produce no video evidence of the incident. 
1

 Bioroid memories have been found to be susceptible to hacking and are therefore 1

inadmissible in court as evidence.
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Notes:

20 XP. Next game: 4 November 2020, 18:30.


